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How do you go about finding the best Albuquerque gold jewelry? If you are like many people, you might watch the sale
papers and look for the 50% off sales or even check the Internet, but understanding the investment quality of gold is
important and this isn't necessarily the best way. While it is true that there might be some great jewelry on sale by
Albuquerque jewelers, when it comes to the best Albuquerque gold jewelry, you might need to be a little more
selective.
For one thing, anybody that knows about gold will know that investment quality gold is 24 karat, but most jewelry gold
will be 14 karat, which is less pure. It is important that you consider the karat weight of the gold jewelry you are
considering and when comparing prices, make sure you are comparing 14 karat gold jewelry, and not 12 karat, which
is even less pure. While some people that love gold jewelry will consider the lower karat weight gold because it is
mixed with an alloy that makes it stronger, the best gold jewelry is going to be 14 karat and might be 16 or 18 karat, in
some cases.
Besides the karat weight of gold, you have to consider the design of the jewelry, including whether it needs to be more
durable or not. For gold chains, you might be alright with the stronger, yet less pure 12 karat gold, but for an
engagement ring, you might only want to consider 14 karat gold. When you are looking at the Albuquerque gold that is
available from your local jewelers, the fine jewelry stores will have the top designer collections that feature the best
craftsmanship and the highest quality of materials, whether it is the best Albuquerque gold or it is the highest quality
certified diamonds.
It is easy to get expert advice from the most reputable jewelers because they want their customers to be
well-educated. You might find gold jewelry on sale at the big box stores, but you have to question the quality of the
materials and craftsmanship and they aren't that much cheaper when you consider the selections, which won't include
some of the top jewelry designer lines. If you want an attractive piece of gold jewelry, you will want to look at some of
the designer collections because they feature superior craftsmanship and unique artistic qualities that make them
unique and something special to look at and own.
When you are considering the qualities of the best Albuquerque gold jewelry, consider the karat weight, the reputation
of the jewelry store you are buying it from and the availability of jewelry repair in case something needs repaired.
Finding a full service jewelry store is the best place to find the highest quality gold jewelry and certified diamonds are
another feature you might be looking for, when considering some of the Albuquerque gold jewelry that is available.
You need to consider that the price of gold has been going up and less reputable jewelers might not be offering 14
karat gold. For a reputable source of Albuquerque gold, visit one of the leading fine jewelers at
www.ButterfieldJewelers.com.
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